M RP P R OC UR EM E N T
OVERVIEW
GIB’s MRP Procurement module is seamlessly rendered inside SAP, allowing
users to make more informed and timely supply chain decisions. All relevant
information is presented in a clear, customized way which empowers users
to be more efficient and effective in their buying, planning, and scheduling
tasks.
As a solution for both cross-company and inter-company transactions, GIB
clients have shown an average time savings of 40%, allowing them to scale
their business without increasing head count.

FEATURES
25+ SAP transactions consolidated into a single dashboard

Easy simulation of potential
supply and demand changes

Proactive alerts direct focus &
attention on immediate needs
and potential improvements

Flexible layouts accomodate
supply chain users across
multiple roles
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BENEFITS
Reduced time and effort to
make more informed supply
chain decisions

More efficient materials
management enables top line
growth without new headcount

Lower material costs through
visibility across the internal
supply chain

Naturally integrated within SAP
for rapid delivery and ease of
use

S UPPO R T I V E TO O L S
An Intuitive Requirements View. Examine all requirements for future
periods, including planned orders, purchase requisitions, forecasts, and
more at a glance. Easily toggle between days, weeks or months and view
one material or many. Ad-hoc simulations can be utilized to understand the
impact of supply and demand changes.
Flexible Data Views. GIB’s MRP Procurement module is fully customizable
to meet the specific needs of all users involved in day-to-day supply chain
operations. Role and user based views allow flexibility over the level of
information presented to the user. Graphics allow further personalization
and enhance each user’s experience.
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Complete Network Visualization. Cross-plant views enable users to understand the full network situation from a single screen. Key inventory figures,
which may vary considerably across plants, can be retrieved and controlled
for each location.

MRP
PROCUREMENT
Make informed,
efficient decisions.
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